
 25th Sunday in Ordinary Time
         Sunday,September 18, 2022  

First Reading:  Amos 8:4-7
Psalm # 113 R: Praise the Lord, who lifts up the poor.
Second Reading: 1 Timothy 2:1-8
Gospel Acclamation Verse: Though our Lord Jesus Christ was rich, he became poor, so that by his 

poverty you might become rich. (2 Corinthians 8-9)
Gospel:  Luke 16:1-13
Theme:  Honesty- faithful in both small and big things.
Commentary:   

Have you ever had to make a choice between being honest and getting what you want right 
away? Maybe Grandma has given you $10.00 to get her a drink at the church craft show. After you do, 
you notice you have enough money left over to buy a cool toy you saw. Do you bring the change back 
to grandma or do you use the money to buy the toy before you go back to her?  

Or lets say you find a wallet with $20.00 in it while at the arcade. There is no name in the wallet. 
What do you do? Do you hand it into lost and found or do you keep it for yourself?  

Today’s gospel has a lot to teach us about honesty and being faithful to God our Father. Jesus 
tells a parable about a dishonest steward or manager who is accused of stealing from his master, and 
works a plan to get on the ‘good side’ of his master’s debtors. It works, and the master praises the 
steward. Jesus then adds a teaching to this parable. Jesus wants everyone, as well as us, to hear his 
teaching. 

In this case the parable is meant to show a spiritual truth, with an unexpected twist. Jesus has 
much to say about money and how we have to make a choice to be selfish with it or to share it with 
others who may be needing our help. He uses the word ‘mammon” meaning the riches, treasures or 
material possessions that we hold for ourselves, and perhaps acquire in a dishonest way, maybe 
making them more important than our friendship with God, and labels them as ‘dishonest wealth’.

He is telling us to be honest in even the little things we do, unlike the dishonest steward. He 
calls us to faithfulness in little things because most of life is made up of small things and small choices. 
Most of us are not able to save the world but we can visit a friend, help a neighbour and share our 
belongings with those who have less. How we live this life will make a difference in our eternal life.

Later in the gospel, Jesus calls us to faithfulness with how we use money. Whatever our 
circumstances, we can help the needy. Jesus makes it clear that he wants us to help others. We are 
tempted, though, to love money too much and to hold it too closely, making it a god. 

The last verse of today’s gospel “No servant can serve two masters” (v. 13) is a simple 
statement of fact, as if Jesus had said, ‘You cannot walk east and west at the same time’. Money can 
be much like a great magnet, always threatening to pull us away from God. It can make us a servant to 
it. We have to make the choice to be honest and to use it in ways to help others. 

Discussion starters: (Choose one or more of these after reading today’s scripture readings)
1. Discuss one of the examples given above, of choosing to be honest. How would you act?
2. Enjoy one of the craft activities on the next page to remind your family of today’s readings

 
Prayer for Families: 

God, your scared laws are based on love of you and our neighbour. Help us to choose to be 
honest in small and big things daily. We ask this through our Lord, Jesus Christ, your Son, who lives 
and reigns with you in the unity of the Holy Spirit, God for ever and ever, AMEN  

Family Activities, Colouring Page, Cross Word Puzzle and Word Search: Pages 2-5  
Resources used for inspiration in this post:  Holy Heroes, Living With Christ, Sermons4Kids, Sermon Writer 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 Family Activities Based on Luke 16:1-13  
“Whoever is faithful in a very little is faithful also in much; and whoever is dishonest in a very little is 

dishonest also in much.” (Luke 16: 10)

MONEY BAG:   Provide each child with felt pieces to "sew" together into a small change bag. Use non-
sharp plastic needles and yarn with some extra yarn to PULL the top of the bag together. Give the 
children pretend money coins to place in the bag. Direct the children to count the number of coins they 
each have. Remind them to be HONEST. Add to each bag a slip of paper with the Bible verse: 
“Whoever is faithful in a very little is faithful also in much; and whoever is dishonest in a very little is 
dishonest also in much.” (Luke 16: 10)

HONESTY DOOR KNOB HANGER:   Give children foam door knob hangers to decorate with stickers,  
permanent markers and the like with the word HONESTY.  Writing today's Bible verse or just the 
reference, on the door knob hanger as well! (see title above)

HONESTY KEY CHAIN:  This is a key chain with "honesty circles" to remind children the "keys to being 
honest". Give the children a chenille wire or inexpensive key chair and round circles to decorate 
with different words to remind them to be honest. For example: in school, with friends, with family, with 
teachers. Hole punch the circles, perhaps laminate them, and hang them on the key chain.

UNSCRAMBLE HONESTY WORDS: SCRAMBLE words that are in our story such as HONESTY, 
DOLLAR, TRUST, CHOICES, LOVE, MONEY, RIGHT THING, etc. The family can unscramble them 
together. Talk about the importance of being honest even in small matters.

HONESTY CLOCK: Have each child draw a large clock with the 12, 3, 6 and 9 on the clock and write 
or draw a picture beside those 4 times of the day when they might be tempted or have the CHOICE to 
do the "right thing". (Examples: 12 noon - to share a part of their lunch or to thank the teacher for 
something; 3:00 - to be honest about homework or being kind to someone on the bus or cleaning their 
home when they get, etc; 6:00 - to help prepare dinner, set the table or clean up after dinner; 9:00 - 
read their Bible and go to bed with prayer, etc) Luke 16:10 could be written on the middle of the clock.

HONESTY PAPER PLATE: Give each child a paper plate and let them draw a circle in the middle with 
the word HONESTY in the circle. Let the children draw lines to form spokes to 5 or 6 different areas of 
the plate with ways to be HONEST or GOOD CHOICES this next week written on the lines. Decorate or 
lightly colour the paper plate and place where they can see it each morning to remind them of GOD's 
desire for them to be Honest and Trustworthy and to make GOOD CHOICES each day!

BUMBLE "BEE" CRAFT:  Have each child cut out a large yellow bumble BEE and attach black 
chenille wire antennae, etc - decorate their BEE and write on the BEE ---such "Bees" as BEE truthful; 
BEE honest; BEE faithful; BEE like Jesus; BEE trustworthy!

inspiration for these activities taken from Sermons4Kids  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COLOURING PAGE 
BASED ON: LUKE 16:1-13 
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 CROSSWORD  
Based on Luke 16:1-13

         

Find the word in the puzzle. 
Words can go in any direction. 

Words can share letters as they cross over each other. 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DISCIPLE DISHONEST     FAITHFUL      HONEST
JESUS MAMMON     MANAGER      MASTER
POOR SHARE     STEWARD     WEALTH
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WORD SEARCH  
   Based on Luke 16:1-13

                  

Use the clues to fill in the words above.  Words can go across or down.
Letters are shared when the words intersect.
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ACROSS
4. A great amount of 'stuff' such as money or   
    property
5. One who has authority over someone or  
    something
6. Someone who does not lie, cheat or steal
7. A Biblical word meaning 'stuff' or 'possessions'
8. One who follows a teacher or way of life

DOWN
1. One who is trustworthy in his or her duty
2. To give a portion of what you have to another
3. One who is responsible for the management  
    of property or supplies.

 Answers:  DISCIPLE   FAITHFUL     HONEST     MAMMON    MASTER     SHARE    STEWARD   WEALTH
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